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Outer entry
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Internal entry
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Ideas- draft 1
Friday, August 8, 2014

1:09 PM

I envision:
○ Entry needs to set the scene for the library!
○ Ian Lillico says to use light, sound and smell to distinguish between the outside environment and the inside
environment.
○ Use music to notify that it is time to leave?
○ Have essential oil diffuser?
○ Place the quiet reading spot in the light-filled entry, if the front and sides are glassed in with the main doors being
on the outer glass?
○ Concrete can be tiled?
○ Comfortable reading chairs, lounges, large beanbags?
○ Small coffee tables?
○ Possibly magazine rack in this area (on the raised platform?)
○ This would mean new gates at the new entrance or not put magazine rack out there and leave current security
gates where they are.
Other thoughts • Would people/classes coming through the reading space, disrupt this area?
• Should this space be more of a social space with group tables for socialising and games?
• Furniture could perhaps be café style booths or cause visual control issues?

http://www.smartcompany.com.au/leadership/management/35958-the-power-of-office-design-10-toptrends-to-watch.html#
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Ideas- draft 2
Friday, August 8, 2014

1:12 PM

OUTER AREA • Would large potted plants be enough to change the tone, if closing in the area is not feasible?
• Is adding bag racks an option? Where will they be to be weather proof?
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Ideas- draft 3
Friday, August 8, 2014

1:12 PM

OUTER AREA
• Is it feasible to have the front walls on either side of the doorway as glass display cases which
can be viewed from both sides?
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Thoughts
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Saturday, August 9, 2014
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Saturday, August 9, 2014
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Saturday, August 9, 2014
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How might we?
Saturday, August 9, 2014

10:10 PM
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Kumar Vivay - 101 designs
Sunday, August 10, 2014

9:08 AM

Four core priciples of design
• Build innovations around experiences - by studying people's experiences, recognise a need,
extend user experience
• Think of innovation as a system • Cultivate an innovation culture - frequent interactive brainstorming and work sessions with
variety of experts.
• Adopt a disciplined innovation process -

SENSE INTENT -

Know CONTEXT
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KNOW PEOPLE

FRAME INSIGHTS
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EXPLOER CONCEPTS

FRAME SOLUTIONS
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REALISE OFFERINGS

8/10/2014 10:37 AM - Screen Clipping
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People & experiences
Sunday, August 10, 2014

9:14 AM
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Design brief

http://aizzz.com/wp-content/gallery/articles/design-brief.jpg
OBSERVATION & DISCOVERY: The entry into the Secondary library is through a large
covered concrete area (and our students deserve inspiring spaces (Baudett cited in Elliott
Burnes, 2005), and the doors are flanked by security gates and then opens into a large space
broken into display areas, the circulation desk and the two teacher-librarians desks. The
external area serves as a thoroughfare, social gathering place and bag drop. The internal
space is the only way into and out of the library and is not used for anything other than
pausing to watch the TV display or browsing the book displays.
Links to sketches, previous blog for background and photos of the spaces involved.
CONSTRAINTS:
Known unknowns:
• Cost of enclosing the outer area may not be feasible for the next 1-2 years, given other
building works currently under way and in the pipeline.
TENSIONS:
Known knowns:
• The impending one-to-one program requires that students use their devices inside and
the current library only has seating for around 100 boys (secondary numbers 1500)
• The school does not provide a social space for games, cards etc
• The large external and reasonably large internal spaces are not utilised to maximise
seating numbers, and some staff are concerned about the increased supervision that
will accompany increased student numbers.
CHALLENGE: To redesign the entry into the secondary library in order to:
• better utilise the space to accommodate more boys and their devices
• welcome in boys who otherwise would be unlikely to make use of the library space
• provide a service that is unique within the school
• ensure that access to, and the library itself, is user-friendly
POINT OF VIEW: With the view that imagination makes empathy possible (Green, 1995,
cited in Bland, Hughes & Willis, 2013) the aim is to see the space, positives and negatives,
from the point of view of all users, including students, teachers, TLs, library officers and
visitors, to create a sense of belonging, be user-friendly and practical.
So, How Might We ...?
Amp up the good so that these spaces provide students with one or more of the required
social, collaborative, focused or shared spaces?
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social, collaborative, focused or shared spaces?
Remove the bad by providing adequate options for bags, so that both the boys and their
bags are protected from the weather?
Explore the opposite so that the external and internal spaces can be repurposed in a
variety of ways, as the need arises?
Question the assumption that the library is a 'work' space only and those who are not
'working' are not welcome? Change perspectives (Bont, et.al. 2013)
Go after adjectives such as welcoming, social, focussed, flexible, enticing?
Identify unexpected resources such as some of our library staff, who value social
interaction or furniture that is available to support such an environment?
Create an analogy from need or context such as a coffee shop or cafe booth atmosphere
in the external entry by enclosing the space, using furniture and plants or screening?
Play Point of View against the challenge of considering all stakeholders - students,
teachers, TLs, library staff and visitors, such as tutors?
Change the status quo that the library is for 'work' only?
Break the Point of View into pieces of being welcoming; being social and being
practical?
IDEATION/THE PROTOTYPES:
1. Costly option - enclose the front external entry with a large (two storey) pane of glass,
glass display cabinets and new wide glass sliding doors. Possibility of cafe or coffee
shop style furnishings. Repositioning the current doors, security gates and circulation
desk would also be worthwhile if considering this option.
2. The most costly option - enclose the northern front entry as above, creating a reading
lounge entry with the social space to be created on a verandah/deck on the south side of
the library.
3. Continue with the cafe style option, without enclosing the space, using outdoor
furniture and plants, and investigating a mobile circulation desk.
4. Any of the above prototypes would include the smaller changes brainstormed in the
OneNote, including using staff as a valuable resource.
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